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Introduction 

Lucien Musset writes that the frontier of the Roman Empire, from the North Sea to the 

Black Sea, via Swabia and Transylvania, must be considered as a whole. According to him, the 

Western parts were Germanized, those of the center erased by the successive invasions of the 

Huns and Hungarians, and those of the East and the South transformed into Roman islets in 

Transylvania and in the Balkans.
1
 Procopius of Caesarea wrote that the migration of Slavic tribes 

(sklavenoi) in the territory of present-day Romania is attested during the 6th century AD, 

corresponding with the formative stage of Eastern Romance. The Romanized dwellers have 

sought refuge from nomads in the forests and mountains as a result of the ferocity of Slavs.
2
  

The migration of Slavic tribes continued in the 7th century, when they left north-

Danubian regions and broke the Eastern Roman Empire frontier. In the same time the Avars had, 

from their base in the Carpathian area, controlled Slavic tribes with whom they attacked Roman 

Empire territory. The Latinophons of the Eastern Roman Empire found refuge in the forests and 

mountains, by cause of the ferocity of the Slavs, while nomads swirled around them. Centuries 

after the fall of the Balkan provinces of Eastern Roman Empire, a pastoral Latin-Roman tradition 

served as the point of departure for a Romanian/Vlach ethnogenesis.
3
 

Vlach is an exonym, as the Vlachs used various words derived from “romanus” to refer to 

themselves: români, rumâni, rumâri, aromâni, arumâni, armâni etc. All Blakan countries (Greeks, 

Bulgarians, Serbs, Macedonians, Montenegrins, Bosniaks, Kosovars, Albanians, Croats, 

Slovenians and Turks) were influenced by the Vlachs from the early medieval times. The Vlachs 

were living  in  every  Balkan country and in Eastern spaces of Europe (Fig. 1) but they  do  not  

have  a country  of  their own.  

                                                 
1
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Their history and heritage have been distorted, downplayed and even hijacked.  Recently, 

the heritage of Vlachs from Western Balkans, some necropolises with tombstones often 

decorated with petroglyphs from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia and Croatia were 

included in the UNESCO list of protected monuments but without mention of Vlach minority 

contribution. 

 

Fig. 1 The family of Vlachs. Green: they speak Romanian or a Romanian dialect;  

Red: they lost Romanian or Romanian dialect. 

 

Vlachs in Western Balkans 

Vlachs or Romanians were Christians, the faith of Roman Empire and Slavs were pagans. 

Emperor Basil II wrote a Menologium with illustrations showing the murders of Bulgarian 

invaders on Christians latinophons before Slavs Christianization. Peaceful coexistence began 

after Slavs Christianization. A lot of Latin or Vlach place names still resist until today in 

Western Balkans. Jirecek wrote about the Vlach impressive presence in Montenegro,  
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Herzegovina and Dalmatia in a period which lasted from the XIIIth to the XVIth centuries.
4
  The 

Serbian documents from the 12th to the 15th centuries revealed a large number of Vlach 

placenames and Vlach personal names which are still in use by the Slavs of the Western Balkans. 

 The Romanian character of the language of these Vlachs is generally recognized.
5
  

According to Stelian Brezeanu, among the toponyms attesting the presence of the Romanic 

element in the region, there are two that have an importance: Palaioblacoi and Stari Vlah. 

Palaioblacoi is attested in Thessaly (later Μεγάλη Βλαχία/Megali Vlahia) and the second 

toponym, Stari Vlah (Fig. 2), is attested in the Medieval Serbia and in Herzegovina: “It was a 

region  inside of the Kingdom of the Nemanids that attached the Kopaonik Mountains to the 

Romanija Mountains, around the city of Sarajevo. That region had as centre the Drina and the 

Lim rivers valley.”
6
  

 

Fig. 2 Approximate position of Stari vlah, Romanija, 

and the space of Vlach necropolises (dashed line) 

 

Next to Stari Vlah it is Romanija. This area has the mountain still called Romanja. 

Therefore, the region of Stari Vlah belonged to a more extended area, intensively romanised at 

the end of the antiquity.  

Ştefan Stareţu writes that “it is clear that Stari Raska comes from Stari Vlaska, with a 

rothacism, and Raska from Vlaska (this is exemplified by the double name of Banat, as Vlaska or  

 

                                                 
4
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5
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6
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Raska)”. He also advances a hypothesis: “The Serbs and Vlachs are probably a single ethnic 

substance, constructed in the Balkan Peninsula as a unity in the 8th-14th century.” 
7
 

According to a historical tradition in Montenegro, the Vlachs are considered to be the 

builders of the church of Vlaška Crkva (“The Vlach Church”) in Cetinje.
8
 Isaac Taylor observed 

that the areas or the territories Vlachs inhabited, has sometimes the toponym of Zagoria
9
 The 

Zagorias being mountainous by definition, the slavs that named them were situated in the 

plains.
10

 There are Zagorias in Serbia, Bulgaria, Croatia and Slavonia. 

The first mention of the Vlachs in the Serbian medieval documents is about the Vlachs of 

Kosovo. It is a donation act of Stephan Nemanja, in 1198-1199, for Halindar monastery from 

Mount Athos, which mentions the Vlachs in the Prizren area, led by two juzi, Radu and 

Gheorghe.
11

  Many Vlachs also became gradually slavicized, but the main distinction still holds, 

in spite of all the attempts to minimize the Vlach presence, an inconvenience today for all the 

Balkan states.  

Ilona Czamańska writes that „The majority of Serbs from the Republika Srpska of 

modern Bosnia is of Vlach origin, as well as the majority of the population from Bosnia and 

Herzegovina in general.
12

  

Vlachs from Wester Balkans participated to the founding of Zeta and Hum principalities. 

Zeta was led for a while by a Vlach  family (Balšic or Balša). A lot of personal names used in 

Western Balkans were identified as Vlach: Banjan, Balac, Bilbija, Boban, Bokan, Banduka, 

Bencun, Belen, Bender, Besara, Bovan, Čokorilo, Darda, Doman, Drečo, German, Gac, Gala, 

Jarakula, Kalin, Kešelj, Keser, Kočo, Kalaba, Kokoruš, Kosor, Lopar, Macura, Mataruga, PaĎen, 

Palavestra, Punja, RiĎan, Šola, Šolaja, Šabat, Šurla, Šatra, Škipina, Špira, Tubin, Taor, Tintor,  

 

                                                 
7
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University of Northern British Columbia,  2011, p.137 
11

 Madgearu, Alexandra (2001). Originea Medievala a Focarelor de Conflict din Peninsula Balcanică. Bucuresti: 

Editura Corint. 
12
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Kecmani, Šikmani, Toromani, Šumani, Karani, Šurlani, Servani.
13

  A lot of names of mountains 

with Vlach resonance are known: Vlasic, Vlaško Brdo, Stari Vlah, Vlasina, Vlaninja, Vlahinja 

Planina; and of placenames Vlahov Katun, Valakonje, Vlahoni, Vlaškido, Vlaški, Vlasic, Vlase, 

Vlasi, Vlasotince, Novovlase, Vlaška Draca, Vlaška, Vlahi, Vlahinja.  A lot of Vlach names have 

disappeared when the Vlachs were slavicized.                           

Karl Kaser, published a list and a map of medieval extended Vlach families
14

 from 

Western Balkans (Fig. 3) 

 

Fig. 3 Map of extended Vlach families in Western Balkans in late medieval times. 

 

Dimitrie Macrea published a map of Vlach transhumance paths in Balkans, in that may 

connection with Vlach necropolises.
15

 Arthur Evans wrote that there is evidence of  

                                                 
13

 Ivan Mužić, "Vlasi i starobalkanska pretkršćanska simbolika jelena na stećcima", in Vlasi u starijoj hrvatskoj 

historiografiji (in Croatian), ed. Ivan Mužić, (Split: Muzej hrvatskih arheoloških spomenika, 2010), p.129 
14

 Karl Kaser, Hirten Kämpfer Stammeshelden. Böhlau Verlag, Wien-Köln-Weimar, 1992, p. 153) 
15

 Dimitrie Macrea, Probleme de lingvistică română, (Bucureşti: Editura Ştiinţifică, 1961), planşa 2. 
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archaeological type and of other kind, that in the territories that were the Roman province of 

Dalmatia a substantial proportion of the population was of Romance language until the 

beginning of the Renaissance. This language was very close to Romanian. 

According to Maximilian Hartmuth, “The carriage activities started approximately in the 

13th century, when the exploitation of Balkan mines began in earnest, and lasted until the 16th or 

17th centuries, when mining in the region declined as a result of the influx of cheaper silver and 

other factors”.
16

 He published a map of trade routes of Vlachs and the corelated positions of 

Vlach necropolises. 

According to Silviu Dragomir, some documents tell about a Vlach from Zara (today 

Croatia) called Negulus (1070) and about some Vlachs in the area of Spalato in Dalmatia (1080): 

Draculus, Dedulus and Chudulus. There are documents about other Vlachs near Zara later in the 

XIIIth century: Vitule Iadrensis, Domnicul and Draguli.
17

 Cetina Valley became a Vlach land. 

The Vlachs from Lika (today Croatia) were well organized having cnez or voivod as leaders.
18

 

The Vlachs spred on the Veglia (today Krk) and other islands in Adriatic Sea, starting from 

XVth century. Documents tells that 2,000 Morlachs came to Istria in 1539. Other Morlach 

groups arrived later in Istria. The Morlachs from Istria still speak their language, the Istro-

Romanian.
19

 The Morlachs or Caravlachs are the Northern Vlachs.
20

 Their name was translated 

from Turkish to Greek and finally to Italian. Mauro or Cara means black but also means North in 

Turkish geography. 

 

Heritage of Vlachs In Western Balkans 

The most important material heritage of Vlachs in Western Balkans are the necropolises 

with petroglyphs. The Vlach tombstones with petroglyphs appeared in the 12th century, and the 

apparition ceased during the Ottoman occupation in the 16th century. Marian Wenzel wrote that 

the tombstones with petroglyphs „were initially erected by feudal aristocracy, and that the  

 

                                                 
16

 Maximilian Hartmuth,”Mineral Exploitation and Artistic Production in the Balkans after 1250”, p.107 
17

 Silviu Dragomir. Originea coloniilor române din Istria, Cultura Naţională, Bucureşti,1924, p.203 
18

 Silviu Dragomir. Originea coloniilor române din Istria, Cultura Naţională, Bucureşti,1924, p.210 
19

 Silviu Dragomir. Originea coloniilor române din Istria, Cultura Naţională, Bucureşti,1924, p.216 
20

 Cicerone Poghirc, Romanizarea lingvistică și culturală în Balcani. In: Aromânii, istorie, limbă, destin. Coord. 

Neagu Giuvara, București, Editura Humanitas, 2012, p.17 
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custom was later adopted and the decoration much elaborated by certain groups known as Vlachs 

who were organized on a “cătun”, (small village in Romanian and Albanian), on a tribal, non- 

feudal basis.” 
21

 John Fine wrote that the Vlachs controlled the carrying trade and the protection 

of caravans from brigands and they became extremely rich and came to dominate Zeta 

(Montenegro) and Hum (Zachlumia, today in Herzegovina).
22

 Maximilian Hartmuth considers 

that there are connections between transportation activities of the Vlachs and the apparition and 

the decay of the Vlach necropolises
23

 Research on skeletons from several gravestones has shown 

a Vlachian origin.
24

 

Tony Fabjancic wrote that Radimlja necropolis in Herzegovina belonged to a Vlach 

family called Miloradovic.
25

 Fig. 4 shows petroglyphs of medieval Vlachs (Aromanians) wearing 

their traditional apparel in Radimlja, Herzegovina. Similarly to the medieval petroglyphs, 

Aromanians wear kilts.  

 

   

Fig. 4 Medieval Aromanians (left) and contemporary Aromanians (right). Source: Wikipedia 

 

 

                                                 
21
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24
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Marian Wenzel wrote that the Romanians/Vlachs of North East of Serbia “still perform “hora” 

funerary dance (kolo in Serbian) in which three female dancers carry bunches of flowers, while 

the leader carries a sword, which corresponds to some petroglyphs with hora depicted on some 

funerary monuments. This particular dance is believed to serve as a soul’s guide to the other 

world.” Funerary “hora” is depicted in Fig. 5. Wenzel made a sketch when visited the Romanian 

minority at Duboka village in Nort-Eastern Serbia. 

Elizabeth Wayland Barber approached the petroglyphs with dancers with flowers and 

wrote: "The parallels between (Romanian/Vlach) dancers from Duboka in Timok and the 

depictions on medieval funerary stecci are far too close for accident.” She also made a 

comparison between male dancers wielding swords from petroglyphs and the Romanian dance 

“Căluşari”. 

 

Fig. 5 Funerary “hora” on petroglyph (left) and the skectch made by Wenzel (right) 

 

The intangible heritage of Vlachs from Western balkans refers mainly to folklore. It is the 

case of the Vlach/Morlach folklore in Bosnia and Croatia. A ballad of Vlachs/Morlachs called 

“Hasanaginica” was hijacked by Croatian and Bosnian nationalist writers who deny the Vlach 

origin of the ballad. Alberto Fortis, an italian naturalist and cartographer travelled in Dalmatia 

and wrote Viaggio in Dalmazia (Travels into Dalmatia), published in 1774. The book depicted 

"Morlachia", the rural Dalmatia and the Morlachs and translated in Italian a Morlach ballad 

called "Hasanaginica". Fortis wrote that the Morlachs preserved their old customs and clothes 

and call themselves Vlachs. He also published several specimens of Morlach songs. Viaggio in 

Dalmazia played an important role in bringing the Morlachian folklore to the attention of Europe 

during the rise of Romantic notions about folklore. Prosper Mérimée wrote “La Guzla” (single- 
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stringed musical instrument) a collection of alleged Morlachian poems, being strongly influenced 

by Fortis. However he never visited Dalmatia. 

Ewa Kocoj explained: “Today, we already know that the cultural heritage of national, 

ethnic and religious minorities as well as stateless communities in the 20th century in Europe 

was doomed in many countries to assimilation, persecution and even oblivion. Such minorities 

are often faced with the situation in which their heritage is rapidly vanishing, which is caused by 

a lack of general care. The heritage of minorities, including the one of the Vlachs,is not 

infrequently passed over in silence in official national discourse.
26

 

 

Conclusions 

Romance speaking dwellers of Balkans have an impressive presence in all Balkan 

countries. Due to the trade of pastoral products, carriage and guarding activities they became rich 

and were able to built decorated tombstones. 

Vlach heritage in Western Balkans is special and unique due to their funerary monuments 

and their archaic traditions. The similarity between some petroglyphs and some funerary rites of 

today at the Romanians/Vlachs from North-East Serbia may be considered as a confirmation of 

the Vlach origin of the tombstones. The signature of Vlachs (Aromanians) on petroglyphs may 

be seen on several tombstones: they wear kilts, a specific vestment. 

However, the Vlach heritage in Western Balkans was doomed in many countries to 

cultural appropriation. Without any cultural organizations, the Vlachs of Western Balkans are 

subjected to assimilation, persecution and even oblivion. Recently some necropolises were 

included on the List of World Heritage. UNESCO promotes the cultural protection of minorities 

but in this case, it failed to mention the Vlach minority contribution. 
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